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Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged.
Language: English. Brand new. Growing numbers of men and their partners are enhancing their sex
lives with prostate play. Just as G-spot exploration forever transformed millions of women's
experiences of orgasm, The Ultimate Guide to Prostate Pleasure offers men erotic pleasure beyond
what they imagined possible. This light-hearted, accessible guide has all the information you need
to find and stimulate the prostate (sometimes called the p-spot or the male g-spot), including how
to have easy anal penetration, techniques for prostate massage, tips for sex toys, anal sex, strap-on
play and pegging, and a break-down of the possible health benefits of milking the prostate. This
book supports all men who want to explore this powerful source of sexual fulfillment--both curious
and seasoned adventurers who are ready to put their ass on the line for erotic enjoyment.Friendly,
accessible toneWritten by a male-female teamGives permission to all sexual interests and
lifestylesSuggestions for talking with partners about prostate playHow to maintain prostate
healthImportant safety and hygiene informationTips and techniques about communication,
massage, toys, positions, etc.Many suggestions for hot anal exploration--by yourself or with a
partner.
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Reviews
This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS
This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger
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